Press release
vr-on wins the Innovation Award “Innovationspreis-IT 2018”
Munich / Herrsching, May 2, 2018: The vr-on GmbH, www.vr-on.com, is continuing its road
to success! The innovative company, which was founded in 2016 and is growing steadily, has
won the Innovation Award Innovationspreis-IT in the category “Server / Virtualization”.
The prize has been awarded annually for the past 15 years by the Huber Verlag for New Media
and the “Initiative Mittelstand” with the goal of promoting innovation in the SME sector.
vr-on convinced the jury with its Virtual Reality solution. The nearly 100 people strong,
independent jury team, consisting of scientists, journalists and IT industry experts agreed:
With STAGE, vr-on offers a solution that outperforms all competitors.
The virtual reality collaboration platform STAGE was developed for B2B use and brings
together employees from different locations in the virtual world. Teams can coordinate their
product designs in various stages of development in virtual space, make decisions and
document them directly in the system. Lengthy, iterative processes are thereby simplified and
accelerated. Building costs for real prototypes and travel expenses for teams can be
significantly reduced using STAGE and the time to market can be dramatically shortened.
Other use cases are product evaluations, layout plannings - from interior design to factory
planning - as well as virtual training courses.
Mathias Wochnig, CEO and Co-Founder, was happy to have received the award: "The award
is a reward for the work of recent years and helps us to further establish ourselves as a startup, to get our name out there and to raise awareness of the entire VR / AR topic in the business
sector".
About vr-on:
The vr-on GmbH, www.vr-on.com, aims at establishing innovative methods for using virtual
reality in the B2B area while using current consumer hardware. With the STAGE software, a
virtual reality collaboration platform for industrial customers has been developed.
The founders of vr-on have been involved with Virtual Reality for many years and have a
wealth of experience in the field of automotive and aerospace applications. Vr-on uses this
know-how for its customers to introduce innovative methods for VR in the context of the
current consumer hardware (for example virtual reality headsets such as Oculus Rift or HTC
Vive) and to develop existing methods on new platforms.
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Attached picture:
The three founders of vr-on Stephan Menzel, head of development, Mathias Wochnig, CEO and Dr.
Ralf Rabätje, CTO (from left to right) receive the “Innovationspreis-IT 2018 " with pleasure.

